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РЕАБТ INTERKATIOIIAL COVENANT ON ШШ

EIGHTS -(ANNEXES I and II OP THE EEPOET

OP THE COMMISSION ON HUMAN EIGHTS ON ITS FISTH SESSION, DOCUMENT E/1371)
(continued)
Article 5 (continued) (E/CN. V 3 6 5 , E / C N . U / 3 7 8 , E / C N . 1)./383, E / C N . U / 3 8 4 ,

E/CN.V385,

E / C N . 4 / 3 8 7 , E/CRo4/393, E/CN.4/398, E/CN.4/413)

1.

The CBA..IRMA.N recalled tbat the Conmiasion had adopted the text of

a r t i c l e 5, paragraph 1, at a previoxrs meeting, and had decided that paragraphs 2
and 3 of the a r t i c l e would he combined.

The Commission had before i t the

following amendmer>,ta; ЬЛапеае amendment ( E / C N , 4 / 3 9 8 , E / C N . 4 / 4 1 3 ) , United States
amendment ( E / C N O 4 / 3 9 3 ) , Indian amencrient (E/CN, 4/385), French amendment (E/CN.4/365),
Philippine aiucszidTmt (li;4;N.4/365), and two amendments by ï^ypt

(E/CN.

4/з84) and

Chile ( E / C N . 4 / 3 7 8 ) , which were only intended to miodify the original text of
a r t i c l e 5.
2.

Speaking as United States representative, she considered that the two

essential proposals on a r t i c l e 5 were the United States and Lebanese amendments.
The United States amendment proposed a recasting of paragraphs 2 and 3 oí" the
original text.

It did not mention the Universal Declaration of Human Eights „
incoi;poYac_ea

for she thought that document waa of too general a nature to be thus / in tho
covenant.

It appeared, however, that several members- of the Commission preferred

that the Declaration should be mentioned in article 5 and she would therefore
accept the insertion of such a reference in the United States amendment, on the
•understanding that that part of the text would be put to the vote separately.
3.

The Lebanese proposal, on the other hand, had several new features and

lias not restricted to the original text of paragraphs 2 and З.

The United States

delegation opposed the general formula of the Lebanese amendment, Just as i t had
opposed the Lebanese

proposal on a r t i c l e 9.

After a very general statement, the

Lebanese representative proposed that the Commission should adopt a l i s t of
exceptions

(E/CK.4/398).

/4. But the
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h.

But the Lebanese représentative' had In no way met the United States

representative's objections to the use of a very general formula followed by a
l i s t of exceptions.

The l i s t submitted by Lebanon for article 5 was the^ same

ea that submittad by the United Kingdom.

Thus the Lebanese representative did

not take into a.'-^ioimt the additicri-al exceptions to which Mrs, Eoosevelt had
dra-wn the Сотки'.иЧгЛоп'я attention (Е/СИ.^/ЗЗЗ) .
"by the State" dJ.d n e t , e a l v e

The insertion of the words

the problem, for most of the exceptions

Mrs. Roosevelt had mantioned alao applied to state o f f i c i a l s .
5.

She recalled the exceptional cases she had broUglat to the

Coiiuaiseion's notice, vj-Ii^re one регзоп might k i l l another without his. action
being coíxsldtí-.í'eá crii!).L-.ii'~l.

Moreover, even i f such cases were mentioned in

article 5, she iTOulâ '-'..'^t consider the article complete because the exceptions
had only been cited

examples.

In practice, i t was almost impossible to

foresee a l l possible exceptions and she did not see how the Lebanese representa
tive could ask; the Coiatnisaion to confine i t s e i f to l i s t i n g three exceptions.
6..

' The Lebanese representative had accepted'a certain тшЬег of

amendments submitted by other delegations.

-

But that in i t s e l f did not'

compensate for the fundamental inadequacy of his text;

that text began Vith

a general statement, which could not be adopted without a complete enumeration
of .all possible exceptions.

In fact, in her opinion, the original text of

paragraphs .2 and 3 was better than the Lebanese text.

The United States

proposal followed.the.original text very closely and offered a practical
solution of the Commission's-problem.
7.

Mr. ORDOroiEAU (France) recalled that the f i r s t part of the French

amendment had been rejected by the Commission during the vote on paragraph 1.
•The second part of the amendment, which related to paragraphs 2 and 3 of the
original text, s t i l l remained.
8.

Mr. WHITIAM (Australia) pointed out that the inclusion of a

reference to the Declaration i n the Lebanese amendment raised a difficult
problem.

The general question had been discussed i n the Commission and the

majority of members had expressed themselves i n favour of a formula referring
only to the Declaration i t s e l f , but not to i t s principles or provisions,
/9.

If the
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9.

i f the Coimnisslon were now to decide to include a Bpecific reference

to the Declaration in article 5, the question would arise whether the inclusion
of .such a reference i n a single article would he specially significant.

While

ho supported the Lehnneee amendment as a whole, he eould not rote for the
inclusion of a reference to the Declaration.
10.

• Mrs.'MEîîrA (India) said that, as the f i r s t paragraph of the text she

had proposed,l'or article 5 had Ъоеп rejected, she would withdraw the rest of
her amendment.

She agreed with the Australian representative's remarks ahout

the d i f f i c u l t i e s which the inclusion of a reference to the Declaration in the
Lehanose amoncUáent wovild create.

Such a reference in article 5 might give the

impression that the rrjïoaining articles were not i n s t r i c t conformity with the
Declaration,

For that reason, she asked that the Lehaneae amendment should

he voted ггроп i n parts.
11.
view.

Miss BOWIE (United KlAgdom) shared the Australian representative's
She deplored the tendency of some members of the Coinmission to he

satisfied with general statements.

The covenant should clearly set forth the

restrictions and conditions governing the application of the general provisions
of the Declaration.

She would therefore support the Lehanese amendment with

the exception of the reference to the Declaration, which in her opinion should
he th© subject of a separate a r t i c l e .
12.

Mr, OKDOIîIïEAU (France) recalled hia delegation's view that the word

"law", as understood in the covencnt, referred exclusively to laws which were
not contrary to the principles of the Declaration.

P precise statement to

that effect should Ъэ included not in the preachle, which had no binding force,
but in the body of the articles.
in a special a r t i c l e .

It would suffice to introduce that definition

/s, however, no such articlo had yet been drafted or

proposed, the formula of the lebanese amendment to article 5 was of considerable
importance.

/ 1 3 . Unless
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13.

Ш1е8в such а formula was Included,

ЬЩ, t e x t

o f

article .5 would he

acceptable to any dictator, as there would he nothing to prevent hlii,from'
enacting laws contrary to the s p i r i t of the.Declaration.

France, therefore,

considered i t essential, that the words .'bot .contrary to the principles expressed
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights" should he included in article 5.
•14.

JEVRSMOTIC (Yugoslavia) agreed with the représentât.ive of France

that a reference to the principles of the Declaration was necessary.

There

might he undemocratic laws such aa those enacted Ъу the nazi regime.
15,

As regards th4 suggestion that there should he a reference to the

.iprinoiples of tiia Decla.r-'ation in the preamble, to the covenant, Mr. Jevremovic
observed that гЬ.э Conriidsion had not yet adopted the preamble and that none of
the .texts proposed contained sucha reference.

On the contrary, a l l the. texts

stated that the purpose of the covenant was to give effect under certain
conditions, to certain articles of the Declaration.

The principles of the

Declaration should, however, have binding force where article 5 i<^s concerned,
and for that reason he. supported the Lebanese amendment.
16,

Mr. MA.LЖ (Lebanon) remarked that;the reference to the Declaration

which he had : included in his amendment appeared in the original text of
•article 5. (paragraph 3 ) .

Cjcnsequently, he could not be.accused of • innovation.

On the other hand, he agreed with the representative of France that from the.
legal point of view i t did not make much difference whether a reference to the
Declaration was'-made' in a separate art 1 pie- of the Covenant/in a particular
article.
17.

He was glad to not© that Mr. Jevremovic attached so much imp.ortance to

the principles of the Declaration.

It was gratifying-to see the change of.

viewpoint•shown In that statement because Yugpslavia had.been among the
countries which abstained on the f i n a l vote on the. Universal Declaration of
Human Rights on-lO
16.

DSoember. 194Ô.

The United otates objections to his amendment were not nev.

The

Commisslon had already heard them during the discussion of article 9 and
Mr. Malik thought i t was rather unfair to tr^r to link articles 5 and 9 closely
together.

It was true that in both cases there had been a proposal to

enumerate the possible exceptions, but he pointed out that the right to
/life was
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l i f e was even more fundamental than the right to liberty.

While there was an

ajjnost Infinite number of cases in which deprivation of liberty was conceivable,
deprivation of l i f e was nevertheless far more serious and should be authorized
only in relatively few and well defined cases,
19.

The exemples the United States representative had given merely

illustrated her objectionsj

they did not exhaust a l l the possibilities.

3h so far as they wera individual cases, they did not come under the Lebanese
text

(Е/СИЛДХЗ),

which dealt solely with cases where intentional deprivation

of l i f e was effected by the State.

The other cases without exception f e l l

within one of the three categories enumerated in the Lebanese text ( E / C N , 4 / 3 9 8 ) .
It was quite ol:r/ious i'^'at a l l caaos where a person could intentionally be
deprived of hic-i l i f e f e l l within one of those three categories,

A reduction of

the number of categories to two might even be considered, ^all the cases under
the f i r s t category also in fact came under the second,
20.

Except for the word "intentional"

and the reference to the

principles of the Declaration, the Lebanese amendment was practically the same
as that submlitted by the luiited States.

The Commission could thei'efore vote

separately on those two points and i t would then be unnecessary to decide on
the United States amendment. .
21.

In.conclusion, Mr. Malik recalled that the battle had been won

when, in spite of fierce opposition from the luiited States, the Commission
had decided to express the right to l i f e in a positive form in pairagraph 1,
22.

Mr. KïROU (Greece) observed that the general discussion seemed to

have started again with renewed vigour and proposed that the Commission should
proceed to vote.
23.

Mr. SOBENSOIÎ (t)ânmark) agreed with the representative of Greece.

He shared the view of. the representatives of Erance and Yugoslavia that the
Covenant should not Implicitly tolerate the adoption of arbitrary laws which
were contrary to the s p i r i t . o f the Declaration.

There were, however, certain

safeguards in the covenant, particularly In articles 13 and I k . That was why
he supported the representative of the United Kingdom and thought i t would be
better not to Impair the clarity of article 5 by mentioning the principles of
the Declaration,
/2k.

Mr. JEVEEMOVIC
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2ki

Mr, JEVEEMOVIC (Yugoslavia)', replying to the Lebanese representative,

explained that he had not intended to express an opinion on the Docb-ifîtion
as a w h o l e , but had simply pointed out that the Declaration was of particular
impovtance with regojrd to a r t i c l e 5 .

Moreover, he could not formally state

that his Gcvarv£i;ñnt "0 I'.ttitude to a r t i c l e 5 of the Covenant and to the
Declaration as a whole was the same as that he had expressed in his f i r s t
speech,
25,

Mr. ORIBE (Uruguay) stated that his delegation had always

maintained t h a t t h e ccv^nant should be closely linked to the Universal
Declaration of iivmr. l'x^hts.

As. t h e representative of Prance had said,

i t waa not abi^o'i.titely ci-j^ential for a statement'to that effect to be made
in each a r t i c l e ;

i t K c u l d be sufficient to state in a single article

that nothing in the covenant should be contrary to the general principles
l a i d down in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The Uruguayan

delegation thought that article 1 , or else a r t i c l e 22, would be an
appropriate place for a provision bf that kind.

At a l l events, the

importance o f referring to the Ibiversal Declaration Un the covenant
should not be under-estimated.

Some delegations had objected to the

iâ,ea on the ground that the principles,laid down in the Declaration were
too general and, consequently, too vague.
essence of a declaration to be general;
its usefulness and exactitude.

But i t was of the very
that in no way detracted from

The constitutions of many oountries

C o n t a i n e d general principles, the legality or value of which were never
questioned,
26.

Mr. Oribe recalled, in that connexion, that at the San Francisco

Ccnference .-some delegations had wished to eliminate any reference to international
law from the Charter en the ground that international law was not a sufficiently
exact concept.

Just as the Uruguayan delegation had ar.'Tued the necessity for

retatoijiéí that z'efermio» then,

0 0 , both In the General Assembly

and,4n the

/ Commission,
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Commission^ It had al-viaye been of the bíJÍhibh that refearences to the Declsratlon
and the Charter should he included In the Covena;it.

Hia delegation therûfox'e

propoayi to int-'c/Iuce i n the covenant a provision to the effect that domeatic
laws rblating to quostiovis covered Ъу the covenant should Ъе In conformity with the
Declaration.

Tiict refe^'ecvce should even Ъе extended to the Charter, since

Article 1Ü3 of the Charter laid down that Members* obligations under i t should
prevail over any other international agreement.

Article 29 of the Universal

Declaration of Нгттап Rights stated a similar principle.
27.

He agreed with the United States delegation about the word "intentional"

i n the LebanesQ глопалге;;--.-. 's/CN.^/kl.S) and would vote for i t s deletion.
had a precise l--i:;-;,l COM-I. tationi

That word

i n the Uruguayan penal code an offence was called

"intentional" w'ii'-j'a i t c-rzi.'..tly corresponded to the purpose of the person who
committed i t , aad "ultrfe-intentional" when i t went beyond that purpose.

In view of

i t s very special technical meaning, the term should not appear i n the covenant.
28.

With regard to paragraph h of the Lebanese amendment (E/CN.4/398),

Mr. Oribe said that he would continue to support the principle that the covenant
should not enumerate the eiceptione to the rules laid down l a i t .

He would there-

fore vote against the paragraph.
29.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as representative of the United States of America,

remarked that her delegation was not i n favour of begijming article % paragraph 2,
with the words "No one shall be deprived of his l i f e . . . " because i t considered that
those vords were too vague for an article which should be concerned with capital
punishment alone.

It was for that reason that the United States delegation had

proposed an amendment which waa given In decument E/CN.4/365,
30.

Mrs, ШША (India) emphaeized that a logical sequence of ideas between the

different paragraphs of article 5 was needed.

Paragraph 2 of the Lebaneae amendment

listed a certain number of exceptions to the rule stated i n the f i r s t paragraph,
which had already been adopted, and i t was concerned with cases i n which the State
might effect "intentional" deprivation of l i f e .

If the word "intentional" were

deleted, the rest of the paragraph would be devoid of any real meaning.

The word

/"IntentloœX*
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"Intentional" (iould hot therefore he put tb the vote
deletion would upset the balance of the paragraph.

sepa±ately hecause its
In the oiroumstancee, either

the Lebanese amendment or the United States amendment should be adopted.

Although

she vao opposed i n principle to any enumeration'6f the.eieeptiona to the general,
rules laid down i n the covenant — because such an enumerëition might not be
exhaustive — she would vote for paragraph 2 of the Lebjanese amendment, as she felt
that It gave a complete l i s t of exceptions and. covered a l l the oasea i a which the
State might deprive a person of l i f e .
31.

.Mr. MALIK (Lebanon) observed that, i f the Commission voted against the

word "intentional", i t would show that i t intended to delete paragraph k of his
that would not prevent i t from adopting the rest of paragraph 2, which

amendment]

•was almost the same as the Ualted States amendment.
32.

Tho CHAIEMAN put to the vote the proposal to delete the vord "Intentional"

from paragraph 2 of the Lebanese amendment,(E/CN.4/413).
The vord "intentlcnal" -уав deleted by 7 votes to 4 with 2 abstentions.
33.

The CHAIEMAN put to the vote paragraph 2 of the Lebanese amendment, as

amended.
Paragraph 2 of the Lebanese amendment was rejected-by 6 votes to 5 vith 2
abstentions.
34.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the French amendment (E/CN.4/365, page 24^

from the vords "To take l i f e shall be a crime.,.".
The French amendment was adopted by 6 votes to 3 with 4 abstentions,
35.

Mr. KYROU (üreece) stated that he had abstained from voting on the Frer.ch

amendmebt because he prefeirred the original text.

/36.

Mr. MALIK
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Mr. MALIK (Lebanon) noted wltb âatlEfaction that the Coirmieeion had

36.

adopted t h e Frenih ar/o^dTaent, which was i^ispJ:;.4-'d by the еалэ prj.r.cipl.¿e and
covered tlie э/.чтз'problotos as the Lebanese amcrclment.

He thought t h a t the idea

of "seli-lcfa.-..,be" ( "lo'/jitlme défense") in the French teact was very- interesting
and hoped that i t would be possible to complete that text by adding t h e provision
of sub-paragraph (c) of paragraph 2 of his own amendmeht (E/Gí^.i^AlЗ)•

Finally,

ho reserved the rig)it to raise la-ber the question of a reference to the Universal
Declaration of Human Bights i n article 5.
37. '

Mr. EAMAÎ)!Àil (E¿rpt) explained that he had voted egainpt the word

"intentional" becáií'-io' he -thought i t was" not the right word and should have been
replaced by "arbitra;ry"r

He had also voted against the whole of paragraph 2

of the Lebanese amendment because of the exceptions provided for.

Indeed, he

considered that the expression "the most serious crimes" was not sufficiently
specific, in view of -the fact that the degree of gravity of a crime varied
according to the various législations^

furthermore, he considered It superfluous

to mention the fact that sentence must be passed by a competent co\art.
In reply to Mr. KYEOU (Qreece) who asked whether the Beclaratlon would

38.

be annexed to the covenant, the CHAERMAK stated that both the Declaration and the
covenant would be included i n the International B i l l of Human Eights, which was
to appear as a single document. '
Miss BOWIE (United Kingdom) observed that adoption of the French alnend-

39.

ment did not preclude the possibility of retaining the tliree exceptions-set forth
in paragraph k of the Lebanese emendment (Е/Ш.4/398).
and ( i i i )

Sub-paragraphs (i),

(ii)

of -that amendment might be д third paragraph t o be related to the t e x t

already adopted by thé'following sentence:
"The prohibition stated in -the above paragraph shall not apply In cases
of deprivation of l i f e resulting from the use, by an agent of public
authority, acting In pvirsuance of his lawful powers, of force which is
no more than absolutely necessary."

/40. Mr- ШЬШ

E/CN.4/SR.152
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ho.

Mr. MALIK (Lebanon) abcepted that suggestion.

He emphasized that In

adopting the text proposed hy the French delefritlon the Cor^mission had e^pasd to
the prlnoipls

inclu'ilng the exceptions in article 5.

It would therefore be

fu]..ty juíítifiaa i n completing the l i s t of exceptions.
41.

Mr, SORENSÇK (Denmark) drew attention to the fact that sub-paragraph

of the Lebanese amenument v/as .concerned with self-defence,

(i)

which was already pro

vided for in the text just adopted,
4?.

Mr. CHANG (China) did not think i t possible to combine the texts so

rapidly without the c.anger of either repetitions or unfortunate omissions,
43.

He feared that some confusion might have arisen from the fact that in

voting for the deletion of the word "intentional" from the revised Lebanese
amendment to paragraph 2 (E/CN.4/413), many representatives had considered that
that deletion also implied the deletion of paragraph 4 of the text proposed by
Lebanon for article 5 (E/CN.4/398).
44.

The United Kingdom representative now expressed the opinion that there

were ideas in paragraph 4 which should be kept.

Mr. Chang agreed, but proposed

that the vote on the question should be postponed u n t i l the Commission had a
concrete proposal in writing before i t .
45.

Mr. biÂLIK

(Lebanon) replied that the Chinese representative's interpre

tation of the deletion of the word "intentional" would have been correct i f the
CommisBlon had not decided in favour of the French amendment, which also contained
a l i s t of exceptions.

In the circumstances, the Commission had clearly indi

cated by i t s vote that It considered i t necessary to limit the right stated i n
article 5 .

The United Kingdom representative's proposal to complete the l i s t of

exceptions was therefore fully justified and i t could not be said that i t would
give rise to confusion.,
46.

Mr. OEDONNEAU (France) had no objection to the Coy Двз1оп voting on

paragraph 4 of the Lebanese amendment i n the form suggested by the United
Kingdom representative.

/4?. He stressed
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hi.

He stressed the fact that the text Juei adopted Ъу the CommlsBlon had

f i r s t Ъееп proposed as a substitute foi* the fli-st paragraph of the original
text.

That proposal Ъу the French delegation did hot in any way exclude the

remainder of the original article 5,

The French delegation theï<efore thought

that a vote should novr Ъе taicen not only on the various amendments submitted, Wt
also on paragraphs 2 , 3 and h of the original text.
48.

The CHAIBMAH recalled that at an earlier meeting the Commission had

decided to combine paragraphs 2 and 3. Аз a result of that decision the delega
tions of the United States and Lebanon had submitted the proposals which were
given i n documents E/C'ii.4/393 and E/CN.4/398.

There was therefore no reason to

vote again on paragraphs 2 and 3 of the original text.
49.

Mr. OPDOIîKEAU (France) urged that the vote should bear on a l l parts of

the original text.

Paragraph 2, for example, expressed an idea which the French

delegation would like to see i n article 5.
50.

Mr. CHANG (China) supported that point of view.

There was nothing to

prevent the Commission from voting f i r s t on the amendment proposed by the
United States as a substitute for paragraphs 2 and 3 of the original text.

If

the amendment vas rejected, the Commission could very vrell decide on those two
paragraphs.

The essential point was that no factor which might be of importance

toth« article as à whole should be omitted.
51.

Mrs. MEHTA (India) pointed out that i f the French amendment concerned

paragraph 1, i t was not necessary to put i t to the vote again, as the Cotflmission
had already taken a decision on that paragraph.
52.

Mr. OKDOÏÏNEAU (France) explained that there was no question of a

substitution, but only.of an addition to paragraph

1.

The French delegation

had never intended to delete the remainder of the original text of article 5,
which i n its opinion, contained essential ideas.

/53. The CHAIRMAN
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.

53..

The. CHAIEMAIÎ recalle^i-tthaU; whek the Oonrniission had previously decided

to retain the second part of the Fi^ench aíñendinent to paragraph 1, after having
rejected the f i r s t part ("huijifin l i f e 1о..вйсгеа''), i t had done so because i t
conBÍd.ei'ed that the. second part expi'essed ideas in keeping with paragraphs, 2 and
3, of the original,,text.

It was for that reason that that part of the French

amendment had been put to the vote although the Commission had already gone on to
consider the combined paragraphs 2 and 3.
Mr, MALIK (Lebanon) expressed r e g r e t that the French amendment had no-t

54,

been put to. the vote before the Lebanese amendment, and in the form of an
addition to j)aragraph 1,

If.,,that had been the case, the Lebanese delegation-.Vould

have been happy to accept i t , and would have withdrawn part of i t s own-amendment,
while reserving the right to submit some points in paragraph 4 to the Commission'з
vote.

Such a procedure, .would have made i t possible to avoid any conf,usion,
Mr, ОЕВОШШАи (France) f e l t that adoption of the French text was not

55,

inconsistent with a vote on the exceptions proposed by the Lebanese delegation,
56.., , .

In point of. fact, the French delegation f e l t that those exceptions were

contained, i n synthetic, form, i n the text Just adopted, but i t was for the- ,
CommlBBion to decide the question by a vote.
57.

.

The CHAIRMAN Invited the representatives of Lebanon and the United

Kingdom to Bubmit a written text of the afternoon meeting,
58.

Speaking as representative of the United States of America, she

withdrew.the purely formal amendment to paragraph 4 (E/CN,4/365) which'her
delegation had submitted,
59.

Mr. JEVREMOVIC (Yugoslavia) also withdrew the amendment to paragraph 4

propoeed by his delegation (E/CN.4/371).
The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m.

18/4 a.m.

